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From November 14-18 2022, 984 attendees came together in 
person at our Textile Exchange Conference 2022, and 829 people 
joined our virtual offering. Our collective goal for the week was to 
map out what we’re calling the pathway to positive impact. This 
includes reducing our industry’s emissions enough to help limit 
global warming to 1.5°C, as well as delivering beneficial outcomes 
for soil health, water, and biodiversity.

A conference set in Colorado Springs
Located on the traditional territories of the Ute, Arapaho, and 
Cheyenne peoples, Colorado Springs is the second-most populated 
city in Colorado, set on an elevation of 6,035 ft (1,839 m) at the base 
of the Southern Rocky Mountains.  

We acknowledge that the land on which the City of Colorado 
Springs stands is the homeland and unceded historic territory of 
many Native American Nations. Indigenous people continue to 
contribute to the existing culture of the Pikes Peak region, with 
members of over 100 Tribal Nations living and thriving here today. 
Acknowledging the events of the past is crucial in honoring the 
truth of our collective histories and demonstrating our respect for 
the original inhabitants of modern-day Colorado Springs, their 
ancestors, and their future generations. 

 As we move towards our vision of a global fashion and textile 
industry that gives back more than it takes from the planet, 
we acknowledge the importance of learning from Indigenous 
communities, who have always held a regenerative relationship 
with the earth. This means acknowledging past and current racial 
injustice within the systems we work in, properly crediting the 
roots of practices such as regenerative agriculture, and remaining 
committed to developing initiatives within these areas in full financial 
partnership with Indigenous peoples. 

Our host, celebrated 
environmentalist Leah Thomas 
This year’s conference host, Leah Thomas, is a celebrated 
environmentalist based in Los Angeles. Leah uses her passion 
for writing and creativity to explore and advocate for the critical 
yet often overlooked relationship between social justice and 
environmentalism.  
  
With this intersection in mind, Leah founded and launched 
the non-profit Intersectional Environmentalist, a platform and 
resource hub that aims to advocate for environmental justice, 
provide educational resources surrounding intersectional 
environmentalism, and promote inclusivity and accessibility within 
environmental movements.  

Access the virtual platform 
Registered attendees will have access to the virtual platform for 90  
days following the conference. The link to access the system is:  
crowdcomms.com/tec2022 
 
You will need the email address you registered with to log in. 
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15

Day one
Status on Progress and Systemic Challenges
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We need to move from being islands of 
good to being forces for change, because 

partnership is the new leadership.  
– La Rhea Pepper, CEO, Textile Exchange  

20 YEARS OF TEXTILE EXCHANGE

The first full day of our 2022 conference saw 
us shine a spotlight on the system change 
that needs to happen for the industry to stay 
within our planetary boundaries in a resource-
constrained world. We asked questions like, 
do we need to measure success differently? Is 
success as measured by volume and top-line 
growth even feasible, or do we need to redefine 
growth and adapt business models to create 
value differently? And what will be the drivers 
of this transformation: legislation, investors, or 
civic engagement and customers? 

We were joined by speakers from Apparel 
Impact Institute, Allbirds, Article One Advisors, 
Kering, Morgan Stanley, Ohana Public Affairs, 
Regenerate America, The Microfibre Consortium, 
TNFD, UNECE, Unifi, VF Corporation, Vogue 
Business, Zalando, and 7Weaves to focus on 
where we are as an industry in terms of progress 
and where we still need to speed up the pace. 

This year’s conference host, Leah Thomas, 
framed the day by inviting attendees to keep the 
concept of “radical imagination” at the forefront 
of reflections and conversations during the 
week.  The founder of non-profit Intersectional 
Environmentalist and author addressed the 
importance of imagination in defining, creating, 
and building the systems we need at the 
foundations of the industry for it to hold a truly 
sustainable relationship with the planet.  

Shining the spotlight on systems change
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There really is no substitution for going 
out into the field and seeing what is 

happening on the ground. Only then can 
you put data in the frame of reality and 
start to see where things don’t add up.  

– Claire Bergkamp, COO, Textile Exchange 

RESPONSIBLE USE OF DATA

Key takeaways 
Climate change is real, and it’s happening 
now. Our day started with two moving speeches 
from Keith Ladzinski, EMMY Nominated Director 
and National Geographic Contributor, and Syeda 
Faiza Jamil, Programme Director at Pakistan 
Environment Trust. Both brought their own 
perspectives on the impacts of climate change 
that can already be observed around the world, 
bringing together their stories in one clear 
takeaway: climate change isn’t a problem for 
tomorrow. Action needs to start today. 

We can no longer look at climate, nature, and 
community through separate lenses. While 
climate and emissions reductions are often at the 
forefront of sustainability strategies and targets, 
today’s agenda highlighted that it is impossible 
to decouple this from the risks to nature to which 
our industry contributes. Together, we looked at 
how brands can prioritize biodiversity beyond the 
sourcing gate and ensure due diligence in supply 
chains.

Data is a powerful ally to guide our decisions, 
but we need to frame it with on-the-ground 
experience. As Textile Exchange’s COO Claire 
Bergkamp expressed, in the session Responsible 
Use of Data, “There really is no substitution 
for going out into the field and seeing what is 
happening on the ground. Only then can you put 
data in the frame of reality and start to see where 
things don’t add up.”

We need legal and financial frameworks that 
increase accountability. As in industry, we 
need policy to level the playing field, and financial 
incentives to drive business in a direction of 
travel that aligns with our planetary boundaries. 
Sessions explored how policy and non-financial 
disclosure can regulate the industry but defining 
what these systems should look like will require 
input from stakeholders across the sector.

Transparency and disclosure will be key–
but it’s not a one size fits all solution. 
Transparency and disclosure will be key to 
building integrity into the way the industry works, 
but we need to step carefully. Full transparency 
requires the buy-in and cooperation from all 
players in the supply chain–it should be a shared 
goal, and attention should be paid to ensure that 
no one is harmed or put at a disadvantage by 
disclosure.

There are things we don’t know, but we can’t 
delay action on the things we do know. There 
are no silver-bullet solutions for systems change, 
and there are still plenty of gaps in what we know. 
But there are things we do know, and we need to 
act now. We shouldn’t let the need to close data 
gaps become a distraction that ultimately delays 
action. We have the information, experience, and 
insights out there to make decisions–it’s about 
being transparent about the data available and 
collectively committing to improving it.
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16

Day two
Solutions and Key Levers
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Day two of the Textile Exchange Conference 
2022 started with a strong message: it’s time to 
stop thinking in silos when we build solutions. 
And that’s true on two levels.  

As addressed in our opening plenary, Industry 
Transformation, we need to fully integrate 
climate action into the way we do business. 
That means finding financial and risk reduction 
incentives to move the climate agenda forward 
and embedding it into the work of everyone 
across the company–not just sustainability or 
leadership teams. And at the same time, it means 
being mindful that increased pressure to take 
action doesn’t fall on those further down the 
supply chain. 

Secondly, we can no longer address impacts on 
climate, water, soil health, biodiversity, land use, 
and communities in silos. Changes that affect our 
ecosystems are interconnected, and the way we 
solve for one of them is likely to alter the balance 
of another. Plus, we need to angle our actions 
with places and geographies in mind, finding 
common ground in our landscapes and breaking 
down divisions between brands, supply chain 
partners, farmers, and producers. 

There were speakers from Alliance for Water 
Stewardship, FashMash, Gap, H&M, INIA, 
Quantis, Scheffer, Soil Health Institute, 
Sustainable Apparel Coalition, The Nature 
Conservancy, and The North Face.

Breaking down silos in solution building

You can inadvertently do more harm  
to a community if you don’t understand  

the context.  
– Nicole Moses-Milner,  

Director of Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Belonging, J.Crew Group 

REGENERATIVE COTTON FARMING – SUPPORTING US FARMERS
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Key takeaways 
Climate change is a business risk and should 
be acted on accordingly. Our first plenary of the 
day spoke to the need to make a business case 
for climate action–backed up by the finances to 
drive it forward. That means we need to integrate 
impact into the day-to-day deliverables of 
everyone in our companies or organizations and 
redefine KPIs based on impact over finance.  

Solution building needs stakeholders from 
all backgrounds, geographies, cultures, and 
stages of the supply chain. Solution-building 
can’t happen in silos. Instead, it requires input 
from diverse perspectives and experiences. The 
issues we face as an industry affect stakeholders 
differently and building truly strong foundations 
for the future requires input from everyone to 
avoid unintended consequences associated with 
sudden change.

It’s time to start taking scalability seriously. 
For known solutions like textile-to-textile 
recycling and regenerative agriculture, it’s time 
to understand what scalability really means. We 
need paths forward that take price and feasibility 
into account. Plus, increasing the amount and 
availability of data to support infrastructure and 
scaling will be critically important. 

Risk and reward must be shared across 
everyone involved–from company 
employees, to supply chain partners, to 
producers. There are no silver-bullet solutions 
for systems change, and it comes with both 
risks and rewards. Putting the pressure on 
farmers and supply chain partners won’t lead 
us to sustainable transformation–instead, it’s 
about ensuring that those at the beginning of the 
supply chain are rewarded and valued for positive 
change that impacts the entire industry. 

Impacts can depend on place, culture, and 
nature, and solutions must take context 
into consideration. Solutions that work in one 
landscape, ecosystem, culture, or community 
might not work in another. As we work to drive 
the Climate+ agenda forward, we need to 
consider that how we act on soil health, water 
risks, and nature degradation all differ based on 
where we are working. To address these impacts 
efficiently, supply chain transparency will be 
critical.  

Challenges are nuanced, but the path forward 
lies in finding common frameworks that we 
can all get behind. There are numerous nuances 
in the challenges we face, and that means we 
need to work with place-based data and local 
targets. However, the solution lies in building 
common frameworks that guide analysis and 
decision-making, while helping us prioritize. It’s 
about creating ways of working that we can all 
get behind.

It will take less time to get used to new 
ideas when they financially benefit you.

– Christine Goulay, Founder of Sustainabelle Advisory Services 

PLENARY: INDUSTRY TRANSFORMATION
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17

Day three
How to Implement Solutions
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Today we looked at the operational aspects of 
change. How can we implement the solutions 
discussed on day two in our businesses? How 
can we fill data gaps, increase transparency, 
build relationships, and work together? And what 
does best practice really look like on the ground? 

Our day started with a profound reminder of 
the connection between our industry and the 
natural world–as well as the responsibility 
that comes with it. We heard from Suzanne 
Simard, Professor of Forest Ecology at UBC, 
in conversation with Maia Wikler, Journalist, 
PhD Candidate, and Filmmaker at Maia Wikler 
Productions. Together, they addressed our role 
in protecting and tending to nature, and the 
power of storytelling to help us communicate 
about climate.

The rest of the day was dedicated to learning 
from each other and sharing experiences. 
We focused on swapping competition for 
collaboration, and closing the gap between 
brands, supply chain partners, and raw material 
producers. We all face the same challenges, and 
only by working together can we amplify our 
impact. 

Today’s speakers included Australian Wool 
Innovation, BKB, Cotton Trust Protocol, 
Ecovative, Fair Labor Association, Fashion for 
Good, J. Crew Group, Leather Working Group, 
National Wildlife Federation, Regenerative 
Organic Alliance, Reformation, Sourcing Journal, 
Tapestry, and WWF Turkey. 

We also held two film screenings, Walking Two 
Worlds directed by Maia Wikler, and Fashion 
Reimagined, featuring designer and Creative 
Director of Mother of Pearl, Amy Powney. 

Addressing the operational aspects of change

Relationships build an ecosystem, just 
like relationships build society.

– Suzanne Simard, Professor of Forest Ecology, UBC

 IN CONVERSATION ABOUT FOREST STEWARDSHIP
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Key takeaways 
Implementing solutions calls for strong 
relationships. The responsibility for gathering 
data, improving data quality, designing for 
longevity and circularity, and investing wisely 
falls on all of us. We face a global challenge 
which, by definition, involves everyone. Tackling 
it must therefore involve everyone as well.  

It’s time to close the gap between brands, 
producers, and suppliers. This level of 
connection will be fundamental to a more 
sustainable future. Those at the end of the supply 
chain, such as brands and retailers, need to have 
a direct, long-term commitment to those at the 
start.

While many solutions require traceability, 
we can start investing in impact already. The 
kind of connection and commitment required 
to move us forward will make supply chain 
mapping a top priority. But we need to start 
taking action right away. For brands, this might 
mean leveraging tools like impact incentives to 
increase the production of materials grown using 
more sustainable practices, outside of their own 
supply chain. 

We need to work collaboratively in key 
locations and regions. For brands, making 
significant progress means looking at the 
sourcing locations they share with others. 
This will be integral for a future in which 
companies’ individual material sourcing efforts 
and investments can evolve into collective, 
landscape-level action for supply security and 
nature.

Best practice means adopting a stewardship 
approach, going from less bad to more 
good. Subtle improvements associated with 
doing less harm aren’t going to get us to our 
Climate+ target. We’re calling on companies 
to invest in regenerative, restorative projects 
that are developed in full financial partnership 
with farmers, Indigenous communities, and 
researchers. Ultimately, we want to accelerate 
landscape-level solutions that break down silos 
and build lasting commitments.

“The only way you get to influence anything 
is by getting to know the people that make 
up the value chain. Whether it’s a farmer 

choosing to move away from synthetic 
fertilizers […] or a factory deciding to make the 
switch to renewable energy, at some level, it’s 

always about a person making a decision.”
– Claire Bergkamp, COO, Textile Exchange

A CONVERSATION ON LEADERSHIP: LOOKING AT THE NEXT 20 YEARS
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Session spotlights
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PLENARY

Responsible Use of Data 
Claire Bergkamp of Textile Exchange, Meredith Boyd of Unifi, Inc. 
and Brad Boren of Norrøna, spoke about the current state of data 
in fashion and sustainability, challenges and lessons learned and 
foundational best practices for how to responsibly use data in 
communications and engagement with consumers.  

Data is key to tracking progress and measuring targets, but 
we cannot use it in isolation without context. Also, data itself is 
important but knowing the process of how that data came about is 
even more important.  

From the session, we also learned that although presently 
available data is not perfect, this data can still be communicated 
to consumers if an honest dialogue takes place, telling them 
of the data’s shortcomings. In order to more accurately show a 
product’s environmental impact, there is also a need for data on 
the longevity of products and what happens after the end-of-
life phase of a product. In communicating a product’s impact to 
customers, quantitative and qualitative information can help paint 
a more complete picture of a product’s environmental impact rather 
than focusing on one metric. Using regenerative agriculture as an 
example, if you’re only focusing on carbon storage, you are missing 
the full systems picture of biodiversity, soil health, and more. 

PLENARY

Industry Transformation 
In this plenary, Textile Exchange CSO Ashley Gill and the Founder 
of Sustainabelle Advisory Services, Christine Goulay, discussed 
how we can meet our industry target of reducing greenhouse gases 
by 45% by 2030.  
 
In order to get there, one action is to make a business case for 
climate action–backed up by the finances to drive it forward. On 
the ground, that translates to finding financial and risk reduction 
incentives to move the climate agenda forward and embedding 
it into the work of everyone across the company–not just 
sustainability or leadership teams. It also means integrating impact 
into the day-to-day deliverables of everyone in our companies or 
organizations and redefine KPIs based on impact over finance.  In 
other words, we need to fully integrate climate action into the way 
we do business. 

Christine also took the audience through different types of 
innovation (incremental, disruptive, radical) that can be leveraged 
towards meeting this goal, and how it is important to help 
innovators learn how to work with brands, and to flow capital to 
those solutions that meet needs, investing in the best, and not 
being driven by short term gain. Material substitution and slowing 
down the growth of using new materials is also key to achieving this 
change.  
 
At the same time, we’ve got to be mindful that increased pressure 
to take action doesn’t fall on those further down the supply chain. It 
is a full-systems effort. 

We need to figure out ways to 
look at the longevity of product 
use, how long it’s been designed 

for, and let the customer know all 
the shortcomings. The problem 

with not having data is that there 
is a just a price, and nothing else. 

It’s important to show some 
type of footprint that there is an 

additional “cost.” We need to have 
the consumers learn with us.

– Brad Boren, Chief Sustainability Officer &  
Director of Innovation, Norrøna Sport

RESPONSIBLE USE OF DATA
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PLENARY

The Role of Diversity and Inclusion 
in Accelerating Sustainability 
Sustainability strategies cannot be complete without prioritizing 
diverse voices, and many of the current sustainability solutions are 
not designed in collaboration with the communities they serve.  

In this plenary, three experts in diversity and inclusion from 
various professional backgrounds addressed how we can achieve 
inclusive, collective climate action. Leading the discussion was 
Sandra Gonza, a sustainability professional committed to a 
people-centered approach who is among the GreenBiz 30 under 
30 promising young leaders in sustainability for 2022. Sandra 
spoke with Kenya Wiley, a policy counsel and professor focused on 
fashion law, technology, and social justice, and Neil Montgomery, 
climate activist and founder of the social enterprise Sovereignty 
Company. 

Underrepresented people in sustainability and fashion such as 
Indigenous communities and farmers of color, have valuable 
perspectives in solutions building, but are not often included in 
corporate sustainability strategies or relevant legislation. Within 
a company setting, there is a greater chance of diversity of 
employees if sustainability, DE&I, and HR teams come together and 
stay connected instead of working in silos.  

Companies should take the extra effort to loop candidates in 
who have been on the ground in these spaces to give their own 
perspectives in solutions building. It’s important to note that 
this all starts with the support and diversification of the C-suite, 
management and corporate board as initiatives can move forward 
only with their backing. 

Government policy can also be an opportunity to ensure equity of 
diverse perspectives in farming and fashion in legislation.  Fashion 
has an incredible influential power that should be used positively to 
reflect these diverse voices in the sector. 

PLENARY

Regenerative Cotton Farming: 
Supporting US Farmers
The J.Crew Group and the Federation of Southern Cooperatives 
talked about their partnership to bring an equitable regenerative 
farming program to US cotton farmers. They spoke about their 
journey together, lessons learned and current progress made 
towards their goal.  

Originally, they set out to improve soil health and incentivize 
farmers to transition to certified regenerative cotton farming. 
Along the journey, they asked themselves: How can we incorporate 
diversity into this goal?  

This led them to their partnership with the Federation of Southern 
Cooperatives, a network of black farmers, land owners, and 
cooperatives mainly operating small family-owned farms, who 
struggle to prosper alongside large, heavily-resourced farms 
in the southeastern US. The goal of the partnership is to offer 
a regenerative agriculture certification for these farmers to 
participate in, and by doing so, also increase the resilience of their 
land in the face of climate change effects. 

Supporting these farmers can even be seen as a type of 
environmental protection since these small farms often have 
biodiverse pieces of land with forest, vegetables, and commodity 
crops (like cotton) growing side-by-side. Without these farmers 
managing this land, developers could take it away, along with the 
biodiversity it holds. While many large farms are subsidized by 
USDA programs, the small farms do not have resources to sign up 
for them. Relationships with these communities can help break 
these barriers and connect people to available resources. 
 
The brand shared their key learnings throughout this process 
which included that there is no one size fits all approach to working 
with a community. In order for a relationship to prosper, it is vital to 
understand the context and history of that community.  

Policy is a great opportunity 
to make sure  that equity of 
diverse voices, particularly 
in farming and fashion, are 

included in legislation... Right 
now, we need to make sure 

that we have indigenous 
communities, farmers of color, 

other fashion professionals, 
included in every step.  

Our students, our Gen Z-ers 
have made climate change top 
of mind... We must make sure 

we are including our youth, 
our Gen-Z because they are 
our future talent pipeline.

– Kenya Wiley, Professor and Policy Counsel

THE ROLE OF DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION IN 

ACCELERATING SUSTAINABILITY
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PLENARY

The Brand and Producer 
Connection 
Anne Gillespie, Director of Impact Acceleration gave an overview of 
how impact incentives work, using the Leather Impact Accelerator 
(LIA) of the bovine leather supply chain in Brazil as an example. 
She then introduced Samantha Fahrbach, Sustainability Lead for 
Nature from Ralph Lauren and Charton Locks, COO of Produzindo 
Certo to share their real-life experiences from participating as 
partners in the Leather Impact Accelerator pilot program.  

Charton connected farmers to the brand, inviting them to 
participate in the pilot program which incentivizes farmers to 
implement best practices and not deforest their land. In a country 
where 6% of the land is primary forest, and where deforestation is 
legal, it is necessary to have some systems in place to incentivize 
protecting forests while also being able to secure a livelihood. 

Both the brand and supplier agreed that impact incentives so far 
have worked well, enabling those already meeting good practices 
to maintain those standards, and those not there yet to get there 
as fast as they can. The Brazilian ranchers participating in the 
pilot program responded well to the impact incentives and training 
for best practices, both in terms of land management and animal 
welfare.  

Through programs like this, brands become a relevant stakeholder 
for farmers. While brands value engaging with producers, 
producers also value that brand connection and want to build those 
relationships further. The  LIA can be a tangible way to implement 
impact and build up those relationships. Also due to LIA, the first 
bovine animal welfare standard in Brazil has been created.

PLENARY

Conversation on Leadership: 
Looking at the Next 20 Years 
Our closing plenary looked ahead to the next 20 years of Textile 
Exchange, under the leadership of Chief Organizational Officer 
Claire Bergkamp, who will step into the role of CEO as of January 
2023. Our current CEO La Rhea Pepper will transition to Catalyst 
and Co-Founder, allowing her to pivot into an advisory and catalyst 
role for the industry. 
 
Through an interview with Whitney Bauck, Climate Reporter, 
Claire told us key learnings from her past experiences that she will 
leverage in her next stage of leadership. In order to effectively make 
change, it is critical to get to know the people who make up the 
value chain and create a joint understanding about the future all 
parties want to see. Data of course is important, but it is equally as 
important to get to know the people who make up the system, as it 
all boils down to people making decisions at some level. 

She also noted the importance of resilience and optimism as we 
move into a time in which climate change is no longer a distant 
future, but a very present reality. That means harnessing the power 
of the Textile Exchange community, and the value the organization 
brings by giving brands, supply chain partners, and producers a 
safe space to engage and talk and solve problems together through 
peer-to-peer learning.  

Looking ahead, under Claire’s leadership, we’ll continue our 
mission to inspire and equip the industry, helping to create 
alignment and collective, connected, action. The future promises 
to be solution-orientated and relationship-focused, providing 
common ground as we adapt together and set the foundations for 
the future.

We know that traceability and 
transparency are important... 
but we know that, at the same 

time, we need action and impact 
now... that ability to start to 

incentivize impact immediately is 
another reason we got involved. 

– Samantha Fahrbach,  
Sustainability Lead for Nature, Ralph Lauren

THE BRAND AND PRODUCER CONNECTION
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Round table summits
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Bringing stakeholders together from 
across the sector 
What cotton farming practices can boost soil health? How can we 
use synthetic fibers more responsibly? And how can we ensure our 
leather and manmade cellulosic fibers are forest-friendly? 

We asked all these questions, and more, in our annual in-person 
round table discussions at the Textile Exchange Conference. Over 
the course of the week, over 1000 participants joined summits 
across our round tables to roll up their sleeves and work together to 
drive collective, connected action. 

Together, we discussed pressing barriers, proposed solutions, 
and demonstrated what’s possible in achieving our Climate+ 
target of a 45% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from fiber 
and raw material production. We addressed cross-cutting topics 
like regenerative agriculture, impact data of custody, traceability, 
verified claims, our ecosystems, and the livelihoods of the people 
across our supply chain. 

Cotton Round Table Summit
• We must all move towards regenerative practices to achieve our 

Climate+ goals and outcomes.  

• Brands can accelerate this transition to regenerative and/or 
organic cotton through direct investment and new partnerships 
with shared economic goals and incentives.  

• Moving the cotton industry and key players along the continuum 
can protect the livelihoods of farmers, secure raw material 
supply, de-risk the supply chain, and build resilient ecosystems.

 

Manmade Cellulosic Fibers Round 
Table Summit
• There is a need to educate the industry on the impacts 

and outcomes of sustainable forest management through 
collective action, and quantifying the associated benefits to 
water, biodiversity, carbon, and social impacts on the ground 
at feedstock level through biophysical monitoring and data 
collection. 

• The industry needs to align on a common definition and 
understanding of deforestation so that we can better identify the 
barriers, opportunities, and solutions to eliminate deforested 
feedstocks from the supply chain and ensure only sustainably 
harvested feedstocks are used. 

• Forestry doesn’t include just trees and forests, but also 
ecological biodiversity, environmental justice, and economic 
wellbeing. We need to consider geographical indicators to enable 
certification and engage local communities and their knowledge 
in the decision-making process. 

• There are gaps in traceability and transparency due to 
complex supply chains, making it harder to engage suppliers in 
certification. All stakeholders within the supply chain need to be 
invested in traceability and certification efforts to meet the needs 
of emerging policy developments such as Extended Producer 
Responsibility, product transparency, and Digital Passports. 

Animal Fibers and Leather Round 
Table Summit 
• Cattle production and therefore, bovine leather, is a key driver of 

deforestation. We have a huge opportunity and responsibility in 
the textile industry to do our part to support farmers to protect 
their forests.  

• For regenerative agriculture there is no “one size fits all” solution, 
and all solutions must include social responsibility and animal 
welfare.  

• We can’t protect and enhance what we don’t understand. Natural 
Capital Accounting is a way to bring that understanding and 
value ecosystems as well as crops and livestock.  
 

Synthetics Round Table Summit 
• The Round Table must be the driving force for action in scaling 

textile-to-textile recycling. We can only achieve our goals by 
working together, but we can no longer only talk about the 
challenges–it’s time to find solutions.   

• If we do not solve for recycled polyester, we will not achieve the 
45% GHG reduction target.   

• While we must not let challenging topics like fiber fragmentation 
prevent the transition to recycled polyester, we must continue to 
research and innovate in these areas to fill the gaps in knowledge.  
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New tools, resources, 
and initiatives
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Equipping the industry to take 
action
As an organization, a big part of our mission is to inspire and equip 
our community as they move along this collective direction of 
travel. And although a week of insightful conversations has come to 
a close, our work doesn’t stop there. We’re committed to ensuring 
that, going forward, every stakeholder has the information they 
need to make decisions and plan out their priorities.  

That’s why over the course of the week, we launched a spectrum 
of tools, resources, and initiatives designed to do just that. From 
increasing supply chain visibility to improving access to quality 
data and creating spaces to share learnings, we’re building the 
frameworks and systems that will help us accelerate action.  
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TOOL 

Trackit™
Launching at the start of 2023, Textile Exchange’s Trackit™ will 
help brands map their supply chains for raw materials certified to 
our standards. It offers two paths: Digital Trackit™, or dTrackit™, 
brings together the data stored across our certification bodies 
to create a single source of truth, without any changes to the 
process. Electronic Trackit™, or eTrackit™, harnesses innovative 
technologies to offer even more granular traceability through the  
use of electronic tokens. 

Discover Trackit™ 

TOOL 

Climate+ Dashboard
We can’t be confident of reaching our Climate+ goal of reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions by 45% by 2030 if we don’t track our 
progress. The Climate+ Dashboard allows us to do that, giving us a  
way of looking at fiber and material production data against a 2019 
baseline and calculating the associated GHG emissions and water 
impacts. We’re working on expanding this to include soil health and 
biodiversity too. 

Discover the Climate+ Dashboard 

TOOL

Shared Measurement System
The Shared Measurement System (SMS) is Textile Exchange’s 
technology platform that helps the industry to move away from 
manual collection and analysis of data in isolated systems 
to automated processes and an integrated system to build 
transparency and guide decision-making. We’re ready to share this 
ground-breaking system with the industry through an ecosystem of 
interactive tools, detailed below. 

Discover SMS 

TOOL

Certified Company Finder 
We’ve built a list of certified companies, materials, and products 
based on the latest data provided by active certification bodies.  
The Certified Company Finder shows whether a company 
is certified and helps brands in sourcing certified materials. 
Companies should contact us if they want to use this data to 
provide validation or verification services. 

Discover the Certified Company Finder 

TOOL

Materials Dashboard
Our Materials Production Dashboard shares key statistics on the 
global fiber and material production landscape, as well as detailed 
volume data for different material categories. The tool supports the 
industry to measure progress in its transition to more sustainable 
fiber and materials production, as well as addressing opportunities 
and challenges as they arise. 

Discover the Materials Dashboard 

TOOL

Transaction Authentication Tool
We’ve developed a single source of truth for all valid transaction 
certificates issued from active certification bodies since October 
2022. This tool allows you to check if the transaction certificate you 
are holding is authentic by entering the required information and 
matching the return values. You can also lodge an inquiry if you 
cannot find your certificate or if the return values do not match.  

Discover the Transaction Authentication Tool 
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REPORT

Fiber Pathways:  
The Road to a 45% reduction
Our latest report, “Fiber Pathways: The Road to a 45% Reduction,” 
provides clear guidance on actions to take and areas to focus 
on by strategic fiber type: polyester, cotton, viscose, and wool. 
We uncover what we know as an industry, what we need to solve 
for, and which specific solutions we need to pilot, advance, and 
commercialize. This report is designed to help us view this critical 
work in its proper context, approaching climate action with the 
whole system—including the communities affected—in mind. 

Read the report 

INITIATIVE

Regenerative Agriculture Community 
of Practice
After publishing our Regenerative Agriculture Landscape Analysis 
report in January 2022, we became acutely aware of the need for 
the apparel, fashion, and textile industry to convene in real time 
around the topics of regenerative agriculture and soil health. The 
Regenerative Agriculture Community of Practice is a central space 
for all those involved in regenerative activities–from programs 
to brands, supply chain partners, growers, and the scientific 
community–to come together around the common goal of land 
restoration and soil regeneration. 

Share what you need from this community in our survey 

INITIATIVE

Deforestation-Free Call to Action  
for Leather
The Deforestation-Free Call to Action for Leather will be launched 
in collaboration with the Leather Working Group in March 2023. 
Together, we are challenging brands to commit to sourcing all their 
leather from verified deforestation-free supply chains by 2030 or 
earlier. We have designed a roadmap to include immediate action 
for them to support the protection of forests while helping them to 
take the steps towards deforestation-free sourcing. 

Learn about the Deforestation-Free Call to Action for Leather 

INITIATIVE

Upcoming LCA studies
In a commitment to improving the impact data available to the 
fashion, apparel, and textile industry, we announced our upcoming 
scope of work for 2023 to produce new LCAs for cotton, polyester, 
and leather. We also detailed our commitment to incorporating this 
data into a wider methodology for assessing impact, which we call 
LCA+. As well as utilizing more regional data, this approach goes 
beyond looking at emissions to include soil health, biodiversity, and 
water use.  
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Photography 
and film
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Reframing textiles in a photography 
exhibition with Magnum Photos 
From the clothing we put on our bodies to the fabrics that fill our 
homes, textiles touch our lives every day. They connect us to 
people and places, emotions, and experiences–but this connection 
is often missing from the stories we tell. That’s why, in partnership 
with Magnum Photos, we launched a competition calling on early 
career photographers to rebuild the visual narrative between 
textiles and people, place, culture, and nature.

This inaugural year of the competition resulted in over 7,000 
photographs submitted from over 360 photographers from more 
than 60 countries, making this a truly global competition. The 
winners work was exhibited the Textile Exchange Conference 
between the Broadmoor Hall and the Bartolin Hall. 

Winner:  
Anass Ouaziz, Morocco
Anass Ouaziz was born in Marrakech and raised in Beni 
Mellal. He has long found the sublime in the mundane 
even before he became a photographer back in 2015.  

Anass considers photography to be an exercise 
in observation, and that stories emerge 
by simply paying attention. For him what 
comes out from these seemingly insignificant 
moments is a celebration of the beauty of the 
everyday. The extraordinary in the ordinary.  

As our overall winner, Anass Ouaziz will 
receive an £8,000 commission as well as 
mentorship with a Magnum photographer. 

Anass Ouaziz, Solid Ground.
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Runners-up: Cecilie Nicoline Rasmussen, Denmark, and Yichen Zhou, China 
As runners-up, Cecilie and Yichen will receive a £4,000 commission and coaching sessions with the 
Magnum Photos team. The winning entries will also be showcased in an original exhibition at the Textile 
Exchange Conference this November. 

Cecilie Nicoline Rasmussen, Market Interior. Yichen Zhou, The Jade Branches.

Cecilie Nicoline Rasmussen is currently living and working in Copenhagen. Danish by nationality, she 
grew up in Oman, where she relied on observing body language and tiny details of her surroundings to 
interact in a different cultural discourse. Through this and looking at family albums of people back home, 
is how she became fascinated with the possibilities of what photography as a medium has to offer.  

Yichen Zhou is an artist working with photography, video, performance, and installations. Her 
performance-based work explores her identity as part of a new generation of Chinese artists and points 
to the challenges of living in a world where she finds multiple cultures and values in conflict. 
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Exploring the concept of 
community through film
In the hallway between the Bartolin Hall and the Broadmoor Hall, 
we screened three films that explore the Textile Exchange story  
and the perspectives of our global network. 

“Our Story,” is a short video produced with UK-based storytelling 
agency Earthrise Studios. It explores the concept of community 
and collectivity, looking at how Textile Exchange has created 
a common vision across the industry. The film tells our story 
through three poignant voices: Krelyne Andrew, General Manager 
of Sustainability at SAPPI, Riyaz Haider, Founder and CEO of 
BioSustain Tanzania Limited, and Jeanne Carver, Founder/
President of Shaniko Wool Company. 

“Farmers Voices” is a compilation of the on-the-ground 
perspectives of fiber producers around the world. It hears directly 
from our farmers about their challenges and inspirations, asking 
what they need from the industry in order to help them continue  
to put sustainability at the core of their everyday work. 

“Members Voices” brings together from our community of 
members from around the world in celebration of 20 years of  
Textile Exchange. It highlights the power in bringing people 
together, sharing clips from figures at all stages of their journeys 
with us, united in the common goal of sourcing more sustainable 
fibers and materials. 
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Ryan Young 
Climate+ Awards
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Recognizing industry leaders in collective  
climate action
During Textile Exchange’s 20 years celebration, 
the Ryan Young Climate+ Awards were held in 
honor of our former Chief Operating Officer the 
late Ryan Young, who led the development of 
Textile Exchange’s Climate+ vision in 2019.  

“Climate Leader” awards were given to those 
who embody Ryan’s collaborative spirit and 
leadership and commitment to climate reduction 
goals.  

Shreyaskar Chaudhary, CEO of Pratibha 
Syntex, received this award in the individual 
category due to his undertaking of sustainability 
initiatives from the farm to finish, putting effort in 
every scope and committing to ambitious goals, 
thereby inspiring others.  
 
The J.Crew Group Sustainability & DEIB 
Teams were recognized as a pioneering force in 
regenerative agriculture through a collaborative 
approach centered around building strategic 
partnerships with various organizations such 
as the Federation of Southern Cooperatives, 
supporting Black farmers across the south, 
and with Regen Agri, to bring the regenerative 
certification to the US.  

The “Rising Star” award, given to an individual 
showing initiative, action and leadership in 
sustainability beyond their career experience 
level, was awarded to Donna Chan, the 
Regenerative Transformation Manager for Made 
for Good RX, a subsidiary of The New Zealand 
Merino Company. 

This year, for the first time, we also gave out 
an award to celebrate “Lifetime Achievement,” 
acknowledging the career-long achievements 
and industry leadership of Peter Bartsch, who 
spent almost a decade as Lenzing Group’s Vice 
President of Corporate Sustainability.  
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News and social
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Coverage of the conference
From November 14-18 over 900 attendees came together in person 
at our Textile Exchange Conference 2022, and 700+ people joined 
our virtual offering.  
 
Our collective goal for the week was to map out what we’re calling 
the pathway to positive impact. This includes reducing our 
industry’s emissions enough to help limit global warming to 1.5°C, 
as well as delivering beneficial outcomes for soil health, water, and 
biodiversity. 
 
As an organization, a big part of our mission is to inspire and equip 
our community as they move along this collective direction of 
travel. And although a week of insightful conversations has come to 
a close, our work doesn’t stop there. We’re committed to ensuring 
that, going forward, every stakeholder has the information they 
need to make decisions and plan out their priorities.  

Textile Exchange thanks you for your ongoing support, and share 
with you our coverage highlights from our conference this year.
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Textile Exchange channels – newsletters

Read the full newsletter Read the full newsletter Read the full newsletter 
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Textile Exchange channels – Instagram: day one recap
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Textile Exchange channels – Instagram: day two recap
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Textile Exchange channels – Instagram: day three recap
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Media coverage – Vogue Business
Textile Exchange founder La Rhea Pepper is stepping down as 
CEO, effective January 2023, and will be succeeded by Claire 
Bergkamp, who has been COO since 2020, when she joined the 
organisation from her longtime post heading sustainability at  
Stella McCartney. 

The succession plan — which was established internally as part of 
Bergkamp’s move to Textile Exchange — is being implemented as 
the organisation attempts to ramp up its reach in the industry. The 
non-profit, founded in 2002, has been at the forefront of fashion’s 
focus on raw materials as part of its expanding environmental 
efforts.
 
Read the full article here 
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Media coverage – Ecotextile news
COLORADO SPRINGS – The 20th annual conference of the Textile 
Exchange industry organisation has opened with impassioned 
speeches for greater collaboration in the battle to reduce the 
sector’s impact on climate change. 

Nearly 900 people – and another 700 virtually – representing 
560 companies and organisations are attending the event at the 
Broadmoor Event Centre in the US city of Colorado Springs. 

In her opening speech to the conference, Textile Exchange CEO La 
Rhea Pepper told delegates how she considered the key roles of the 
organisation as being to “inspire and equip” the industry to reduce 
its impacts. 
 
Read the full article here 
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Social media coverage – Instagram Stories: Leah Thomas
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Social media coverage – Instagram Post: Maia Wikler
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Social media coverage – Twitter Posts
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Attending companies
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2025design

4imprint

5 Loc Cotton

69b Boutique

7WEAVES

Aadhava Apparels

Aalto University

AB Lindex

Abercrombie & Fitch

Accelerating Circularity

AchieveNow

Acne Studios

ACT Commodities

adidas AG

Aditya Birla

ADM - Artistic Denim Mills 
Ltd

ADM Denim

Adolfo Dominguez, SA

AEO

Africa Textile Management 
Services Limited (ATMS)

African Union Youth 
Assembly

AGS LLC

Aid by Trade Foundation

AKSA

Aksa Akrilik Kimya Sanayii 
A.Ş.

Alante Capital

Alexander McQueen

AlgiKnit

All Saints Retail Ltd.

Allbirds

Alliance for Organic 
Integrity

Alliance for Water 
Stewardship

AltMat

Altruistiq

Amazon

Ambercycle, Inc.

amd

amelia°williams

Amer Group

American Bench Craft

American Eagle Outfitters

American Wool Council

Amiha Agro Pvt. Ltd

AMRA

Andean Pastoral 
Livelihood Initiative

ANDx

Angie B! Originals

Angora Group

Anna bikchurova

Another Tomorrow

Anthesis

Anthesis Group

Apparel Impact Institute

APRIL Group

Aquafil S.p.A.

AR Ahlfeldt & Associates

ARC’TERYX Equipment

Ardene

Aritzia LP

Armstrong Spinning Mills 
(P) Ltd.

Art Center College of 
Design

Article One

Artistic Fabric & Garment 
Industries (Pvt) Ltd (AGI 
Denim)

Artistic Milliners

Artus Trade House GmbH

Asahi Kasei Corp.

Asia Pacific Rayon - RGE

ASOS

Atlas Cotton

Avantium Renewable 
Polymers B.V.

AVON

Avon Beauty+ (Fashion)

Axita Cotton Limited

AY-TIM TEKSTIL SAN. VE 
DIS TIC. A.S.

Azolla

Badsha Textiles Ltd

Bank and Vogue Holdings 
(BVH) Services

barnard college

BASF Agricultural 
Solutions

Bed Bath & Beyond

BEHUMANE Leather

Benemat Scientific Inc.

Benetton Group

Bergman Rivera SAC

BESTSELLER

Better Cotton

BIG W

Biodiversify

BIORESTORE AB

Birla Cellulose

BKB Ltd

Bleckmann / The Renewal 
Workshop

BlockTexx Pty Ltd

Bloomberg

Blue Star Group

bluesign technologies

Bolt Threads

Bonprix 
Handelsgesellschaft mbH

BOTTLE

Bremer Baumwollboerse / 
Bremen Cotton Exchange

Brooks Running

BSR

BTS DESIGN INNOVATION

Burberry Ltd.

Bureau Veritas CPS

Bureo Inc.

Burt’s Bees Baby

By Malene Birger

C&A

Calcot Ltd.

Calvin Klein/ PVH

CamelBak

Canada Goose Inc.

Candiani Denim

Canopy Planet

Cape Wools SA

Capri Holdings Ltd.

CARBIOS

Cargill Corp

Carhartt, Inc.

Carnegie Mellon University

Cascade Circular

Cascade Management

CCPB Bangladesh

CCPB Srl

CEA Consulting

Centric Software

CERES - CERtification of 
Environmental Standards 
GmbH

CFT di Pietro Masserini 
Spa

ChainPoint

CHANEL

Chargeurs Group - 
NATIVA(TM)

Christy Dawn LLC

CINDE

Circ

Circular Services Group

Circular Textiles 
Foundation

Circuvate

CirTex Corporation

Clean Globe International 
(Pty) Ltd.

Closed Loop Partners

CM Consulting/Cirtex

Cofaco Industries SAC

College for Creative 
Studies

Colorado State University

COLOURizd Ltd

Columbia Sportswear 
Company

ComfiNest

Common Threads 
Consulting

Compañía de Servicios 
Control Union de México

Concept III Textiles

Confindustria Toscana 
Nord

Conservation International

conservation south africa

Conservation X Labs

Contractor

Control Union

Converse

Corporate Citizenship

Costa Rica Investment 
Promotion Agency

Cotton Australia

Cotton Council 
International

Cotton Incorporated

CottonConnect

Country Road Group

Covation Biomaterials

CovationBio

Coyuchi, Inc.

Cradle to Cradle Products 
Innovation Institute

Creative Artisans Pvt Ltd

Crocs Inc

CTV - Certificação de 
Texteis e de Vestuário

CU Inspections 
Certifications India Pvt. 
Ltd

Curated Textiles Agency

CuRe Technology BV

Datini Fibres

David C Johnson LLC

Debrand Services

DECATHLON

Delta Galil Industries

Deltex Handelsgesellschaft 
mbH

Denge Kimya

DENGE KİMYA TEKSTİL 
SAN. TİC. A.Ş.

Design & Development 
GmbH Textile Consult

Design Futurist

Desigual

Dhana Inc.

Diamond Brand Gear 
Company

DK Company

Dynamic Energy

Eastman

Eastpak, a VF Company

ECCO Leather B.V.

Ecocentric - Kastlfel

ECOCERT Greenlife

Ecocert KOREA Ltd.

ecofashionCorp

Ecom

econscious

ecos ag

Ecotton

Ecovative

Egedeniz Textile

Egg New York

Eileen Fisher, Inc.

Ekman & Co

El Hebri Group

Elephantech Inc.

Elevate Textiles

Elis Sweden

Elk Accessories

Emergent

Environment Agency

ERALDA

Eralda Industries LTD

ERCA SPA

Erin Heaney

ESTS

ETKO - Ekolojik Tarim 
Kontrol Organizasyonu

Eunomia

European Confederation of 
Flax and Hemp

Evenflo Company, Inc.

Everlane

Everywhere Apparel, Inc

Evrnu

EWB Consulting, LLC

Extensive Standard 
Technical Services Co., 
Ltd.

FABSCRAP, Inc.

Faherty Brand

Fair Labor Association

Fair Trade USA

FairCert Certification 
Services Pvt Ltd

Fairtrade America

Fairtrade Foundation

Fanatics Apparel LLC

Far Eastern New Century 
Corporation

Farm Animal Welfare 
Consulting Ltd

Fashion for Good

Fashion Institute of 
Technology

Fashion Point

Fashion Takes Action

Fast Retailing Co

Federation of Southern 
Land Cooperatives

Fenix Outdoor

Fiberactive Organics

Fibral Material Alliance

FibreTrace

Fibrevolution LLC

Filpucci

Finisterre

FITI Testing & Research 
Institute

Fivestar Polymer

Fjällräven

Flower Hill Institute

Fortum

Forum for the Future

FOUR PAWS International

Fox & Lillie

Free

Free Assembly

Freelance

Frilufts - Fenix Outdoor

FSC

FULGAR

Furoid

FyberX

G-Star Raw

Gaia Sourcing

GALY Co.

GANT AB

Gap Inc.

Garnet Hill

Gebr. Elmer & Zweifel / 
Cotonea

Georgetown University

GHCL Limited

Gherzi Textil Organisation

Giorgio Armani Spa

Giotex Ltd.

GIZ

Glen Raven Inc

Global Fashion Agenda

Global Organic Textile 
Standard

Global Reporting Initiative

Global Textile Scheme 
GmbH

Gold Standard Fdn

GOOD group

Good On You

Google

gr3n SA

GreaterGood

Green Planet Drip, LLC

Green Story

GRUPO KARIMS

GSCS International Ltd

Gucci

Guess

Guess Europe sagl

Guess Inc

Gymshark

H&M Group

H+K Strategies

Haelixa

Hallotex

Hanes Australasia

Hanes Brands Inc

Hanesbrands Australasia

HanesBrands Inc.

Hanna Andersson

Hardwick Planting 
Company

Harvard University

HCAP

Helly Hansen AS

Hemp Fortex

Herschel Supply Co.

Herschel Supply Company

hessnatur (Hess Natur-
Textilien GmbH & Co KG)

Higg

Hilaturas Ferre

HILOS

Hohenstein

Hudson Outerwear

Hunter Douglas

Huston Textile Company

I Mean It Creative / Los 
Angeles

IA Japan

IAM

IBAT

ICEA

Icebreaker, a VF Company

ICEC

IDFL

Idline AB

IFF

IISD

IKEA

IKEA of Sweden

Illa Biodiversidad y 
Desarrollo

INCCert

IND HEMP

Independent Advisor

IndiDye Natural Color 
Company

Indigo Ag

Inditex

Infinichains Inc

Infinited Fiber Company

INIA

Innovation Forum

Innovative Bedding 
Solutions LLC

InResST Co,.Ltd

Integrity Ag & Environment

International Institute for 
Sustainable Development 
(IISD)

International Paper

Intersectional 
Environmentalist

Intertek

Intrinsic Advanced 
Materials

Inventolab

ISKO

ISKUR TEKSTIL ENERJI 
TIC. VE SAN. A.S.

Istituto per la 
Certificazione Etica e 
Ambientale (ICEA)

ITOCHU Corporation

J.Crew Group

Janessa Leone

JanSport

JBS Couros

JCPenney

Joey Abalone

John Lewis Partnership

Johnstons of Elgin

JOTT

JP Coats Pakistan

Jpke Sports LLC

Kaixin Certification

Kaken Test Center

KappAhl Sverige AB

Kathmandu

KE’KEN Texitile Testing & 
Certification Center

KenDor Textiles

Kering - Materials 
innovation Lab

KIABI

Kid ASA

Kipas

Kiss the Ground

Kmart Group Australia

KMS Group

Kohinoor Textile Mill 
Limited

L.L.Bean

L’Estrange

La Maison Simons

La Petite Maison/The 
Lollipop Tree Inc

Laguna Enviro Fabrics

Lanas Trinidad SA

Lands’ End

Lane Bryant

Laudes Foundation

LC Waikiki MAğazacılık

LDC

Leather and Hide Council 
of America

Leather Working Group

Lee - Kontoor Brands

Leisurely

Lenzing Aktiengesellschaft

Lenzing Fibers

Li & Fung

light palace

Lilly Pulitzer

LIM College

Loftex

Logistik Unicorp

Lojas Renner

Loop Industries

Looptworks LLC

Loro Piana

Lucerne University of 
Applied Sciences and Art, 
reserach group products & 
textiles

lululemon Athletica

LVMH

M.S.I.

M&S

Macy’s, Inc.

Madewell
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Mahima Fibres Pvt Ltd

Maia Wikler Productions

MALFINI, a. s.

MANGO

Mantis World Ltd

Mara Hoffman Inc

Marc O’Polo International  
GmBH

Marimekko

Marks & Spencer

Marks and Spencer

Marmot

Martin Farm

Material Exchange

Material Innovation 
Initiative

Materra

Mattel Inc

MCL News and Media

MEC

MGF Sourcing Far East 
LTD

Mini Rodini

MIS GmbH

MIT

MN Inter-Fashion Ltd.

Mohair South Africa

Molly Mutt

Monarch Flyway

Moncler

Montloup

Moore & Giles

Moose Knuckles

Morgan Stanley 
Investment Management

Mountain Equipment 
Company

Mountain Top Foam

Mr Price Group

Mr Price Sport

MTI USA

Mulberry

Mustang Survival

MVO NL

Nan Ya Plastics 
Corporation

Nanushka

Nat’l Assoc for PET 
Container Resources

natific

National Cotton Council

National Renewable 
Energy Lab

National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory

National Wildlife 
Federation

Native, A Public Benefit 
Corp

Natura & Co

Natural FIber Welding

Naturepedic

Ndless: The New Normal

Neiman Marcus Group

NEMO Equipment Inc.

Neo-Concept International 
Group Holdings Limited

New Balance

New Guards Group

New Look

New Wave Group

New Zealand Merino Co

NEXT

Next Retail Ltd

Nike Inc.

NimkarTek Technical Svcs

Nobis Inc.

Nordic Bioproducts Group

Nordstrom

Norrøna Sport

Norwex

Nousot

Novozymes

NREL

Nudie Jeans

Nugget

Nutrien

OBEPAB

Oceanworks Inc

Oeco Textiles dba Two 
Sisters Ecotextiles

Ohana Public Affairs

Olah Inc

Olam

OnceMore

OOS&BC LTD

Oregon State University, 
College of Forestry

Oregon Tilth

Organic Cotton Accelerator

OrganiMark

Origem

Origin Materials

Orimpex Textile

Oritain

Oshadi Collective (OPC) 
Private Limited

Other Half Processing

Otto (GmbH & Co KG)

Otto Group

Otto Stadtlander GmbH

Outerknown

OVK

OVK Limited

Pakistan Environment 
Trust

Palod Himson Machines 
Pvt Ltd

Pangaia Material Science 
Ltd

Paradigm-Shifts Design  & 
Communication

Paradise Textiles/Alpine 
Group

Patagonia

PEFC International

People - Independent 
Media & Photography

Pertex (MItsui&Co USA 
Inc)

Pesticide Action Network 
UK

Petit Bateau

Pielleswiss

Pilio

Polimoda

Pollination Group

Population

Prada Spa

prAna

Pratibha Syntex Ltd

Preferred by Nature

Primark

Princess Polly

Princolinks Foundation

private

Process Factory

Produzindo Certo

Propet SA Pty Ltd

Prtaibha Syntex Limited

PT PCU Indonesia

Puma

PUMA Group Sourcing

Punarbhavaa Sustainable 
Products

Pur Projet

Pure Strategies

PVH

QUANTEXT Consulting

Quantis

Quickfeat

QVC

R.M.Williams

Rafaela Erskine

Ralph Lauren

Rama Swimwear

RANDI SEIFF DESIGN

Rapha Racing

Rawlove Organix

Rayonier Advanced 
Materials

RCA

Re:Down

Recover Textile Systems 
S.L.

Recurate

Red Wing Shoe Company - 
Red Wing, MN

Reformation

Regenerative Organic 
Alliance

REI

Renaissance Goodwill 
Montréal

Renewcell

Renner

Reshamandi

Resource Recycling 
Systems

Responsible Business 
Coalition

Restoque S/A

retraced

Reverse Resources

Richemont Int’l

RITTEC Umwelttechnik 
GmbH

RMCAD

Rohan Design LTD

Roots

Royal Robbins - Fenix 
Outdoor

s.Oliver Bernd Freier 
GmbH & Co. KG

SAC

Säentis Textiles

SAFAS/SAIF - Southern 
Forests

Salterbaxter

Salvation Army

San Mar

Sanderson Design Group

Sanko Textile

SanMar

Sappi

Sartoin

Sateri

SAYA by Nan Ya Plastics

SBCert

Scheffer

Scivera

Scotch & Soda

SCS Global Services

Sea to Summit

SecondMuse

Seed2Shirt

self

SGS

SgT Group

Shaniko Wool Company

ShareTex

SHEIN

Shevick Sales

SHOEfabrik

Simone Seisl Co

SJM Holdings

Smartwool

Södra Skogsägarna 
Ekonomisk Förening

Soil Health Institute

SÖKTAŞ TEKSTIL SANAYI 
VE TICARET AŞ

Solidaridad

Sourcemap

Sourcenet Global

Sourcing Journal

South Asian Sourcing PVT 

LTD

South Pole

Sovereignty Co. Inc

Spectrum Cottfibers LLP

Spiber America

Spoonflower

SPRINGTEX LTD

Stadium SE

Standard Fiber

Stanley & Stella

Stanley Stella

Starcorp Textiles

Stardust Secured

Stella McCartney

Stitching ZDHC

Stormpack Leisurewear 
Inc.

Stucken

STUDIO SCHOP 
Sustainability Support & 
Interim Management

Suedwolle Group GmbH

Sulochana Cotton 
Spinning Mills

Sulzer

Summersalt

Sun Tekstil

SuperCircle / Thousand 
Fell

Superdry

SuryB

Sustainabelle

Sustainable Apparel 
Coalition

Sustainable Forestry 
Initiative

Sustainable Furnishings 
Council

Sustainable Leather 
Foundation

SustainCERT

Suvesh Fashion

swatchbook

Swin Technologies AB

Sympatex Technologies 
GmbH

T.S. Designs, Inc.

Table Top Station

Tailwind

Taiwan Textile Federation

Taiwan Textile Research 
Institute (TTRI)

Takihyo Co., Ltd

TAL Apparel Ltd

Tapestry / Coach

Tapestry Inc.

Target

Tchibo

Tchibo GmbH

Teamkit US

Ted Baker

Teijin Aramid

TEKLA fabrics

TempurSealy

tentree

Terra Genesis

Tersus Solutions LLC

Tesco

Texaid

Texas Organic Cotton Mktg 
Co-op

TexCycle

Textile Exchange

Textile Genesis

TFG Brands London

Thai Acrylic Fibre Co.

The Biodiversity 
Consultancy

The Biomimicry Institute

The Boppy Company

The Children’s Place

The Circular Textiles 
Foundation

The Climate Board

The Cotton Board

The Cotton Group - B&C 
collection

The Crescent Textile Mills 
Limited

The Fashion Pact

The Fynder Group

The House of LR&C

The LYCRA Company

The Microfibre Consortium

The Mishkan Group

The Nature Conservancy

The New Zealand Merino 
Company

The North Face, a VF 
Company

The Schneider Group

The Sourcery

The Stucken Group

The Sustainable Angle

The TJX Companies - 
Ladybird

The TJX Companies Inc.

The Walt Disney Company

The Woolkeepers®

The Woolmark Company

Theory

Theory LLC

Thom Browne

Thousand Fell

Thule

Tierra - Fenix Outdoor

Tiger of Sweden

Timberland (VF Corp)

TMShell; UNECE

TNFD - Taskforce for 
Nature Related Financial 
Disclosures

Tommy Bahama

tonlé

Torus

Tory Burch LLC

Totême

Toyota Tsusho Corporation

Tradebeyond

TRAINING ALWAYS 
UNIPESSOAL LDA

Tree to Textile AB

Trendsetter Home 
Furnishing

Triage Creative

Trimco Group

Triumph International 
GmbH

TrusTrace

TTGlobal

Tuscarora Mills

TÜV Rheinland 
Bangladesh Pvt. Ltd.

TUV SUD

Twill Design & Consulting

U.S. Cotton Trust Protocol

U.S. Polo Assn.

UBC, Department of Forest 
and Conservation Sciences

UC Berkeley

Udo

UK BioIndustry 
Association (BIA)

UL Solutions

UN Global Compact 
Network Poland

Under Armour

UNDP

Unifi Manufacturing Inc.

Unifi, Inc.

Union Nationale des 
Producteurs de Coton du 
Burkina ( UNPCB)

United Legwear & Apparel

Üniteks Tekstil

University of Rhode Island

University of Wisconsin - 
Madison

Upgrade Sustain Benefit 
USB Certification India 
Private Limited

USB Certification

Usha Yarns Ltd

USITC

USTEP

Vaibhavlaxmi Spinning 
Mills Ltd

Valentino

Valentino Spa

Valora Consultores

van.97 LLC

Vans

Varner

VAUDE Sport GmbH & Co. 
KG

Vayda

Verdant Innovations

Vermont Teddy Bear

VF Corporation

Victoria’s Secret & Co

VirtYouUs

Vogue Business

Voice Norge AS

Volunteer

Vuori

W.L. Gore & Assocs

Walmart - Free Assembly

WAP Sustainability 
Consulting, LLC

Waschbär GmbH

Waste Management

Welspun USA

Werewool Inc.

WestPoint Home

WestPoint Hospitality

White + Warren

WHYSEBIRD

Wild Fur Forever

Wildlife Friendly Enterprise 
Network

Williams-Sonoma, Inc.

WM

Wood & Associates

Wools of New Zealand

Woolworths SA

World Benchmarking 
Alliance

World BioMarkets

World Resources Institute

World Textile Sourcing, Inc

World Wildlife Fund

Worn Again Technologies

Wrangler - Kontoor Brands

WRAP

WSP USA

WTiN (World Textile 
Information Network)

WWF

Yale School of 
Management

Yasashiseifuku

Yeti Coolers

Yi Da Vietnam Limited 
(a subsidiary of Crystal 
International Group Ltd)

YKK

YOOX NET-A-PORTER

York University

Yu Mei

Zadig & Voltaire

Zalando SE

ZARA

ZDHC

Zeynar Mensucat San.
Tic.A.Ş

Zhongyuan Group

Zimmermann

Zori Tex

Zorluteks Tekstil Tic. Ve 
San. A.Ş.
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Exhibiting companies
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AADHAVA APPARELS 

AltMat 

Andean Pastoral Livelihood 
Initiative / CALOR 

ARMSTRONG SPINNING MILLS 
(P) LTD , TIRUPUR , INDIA 

Axita Cotton Limited 

Bemberg (Asahi Kasei corp.) 

Better Cotton 

Birla Cellulose 

Bureau Veritas Consumer 
Products Services, Inc. 

Chargeurs (NATIVA) 

COLOURizd Ltd. 

Control Union 

CottonConnect 

CovationBio 

Debrand Services Inc 

Re:Down  

Elevate Textiles 

Far Eastern New Century 
Corporation 

Green Story 

GSCS International Ltd. 

Hemp Fortex Industries Ltd 

Higg 

IndiDye Natural Color Company 
Ltd 

Infinited Fiber Company 

Inresst Co.,ltd 

ISKO 

ISKUR TEKSTIL ENERJI SAN. VE 
TIC. A.S. 

Leather Working Group 

Lenzing Fibers, Inc. 

Monarch Flyway 

MTI USA 

Naia™ from Eastman 

natific AG 

Neo-Concept 

OnceMore 

PEFC International 

Pilio 

Punarbhavaa Sustainable 
Products 

Quantis 

Recover Textile Systems SL 

REO-ECO RECYCLE TECH 

Retraced 

SANKO 

Säntis Textiles 

Sateri 

SAYA Fiber 

South Pole 

springtex 

Südwolle Group GmbH 

Sulochana Cotton Spinning Mills 
Pvt. Ltd 

Swatchbook, Inc 

Swin Technologies AB (TrusTrace) 

Terra Genesis 

The Biodiversity Consultancy 

The LYCRA Company 

The Microfibre Consortium 

The ZDC Foundation  

Toyota Tsusho Corporation 

TrusTrace 

U.S. Cotton Trust Protocol 

UL Solutions 

USB Certification 

Usha Yarns Limited 

ZC Zeynar 

ZDHC 

Recover Textile Systems SL 

REO-ECO RECYCLE TECH 

Retraced 

SANKO 

Säntis Textiles 

Sateri 

SAYA Fiber 

South Pole 

springtex 

Südwolle Group GmbH 

Sulochana Cotton Spinning Mills 
Pvt. Ltd 

Swatchbook, Inc 

Swin Technologies AB (TrusTrace) 

Terra Genesis 

The Biodiversity Consultancy 

The LYCRA Company 

The Microfibre Consortium 

The ZDC Foundation  

Toyota Tsusho Corporation 

TrusTrace 

U.S. Cotton Trust Protocol 

UL Solutions 

USB Certification 

Usha Yarns Limited 

ZC Zeynar 

ZDHC 
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About Textile Exchange
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Guiding a global community towards more  
purposeful production
Textile Exchange is a global non-profit driving 
positive impact on climate change across the 
fashion and textile industry. We guide a growing 
community of brands, manufacturers, and 
farmers towards more purposeful production 
from the very start of the supply chain.   

Our goal is to help the industry to achieve a 
45% reduction in the emissions that come from 
producing fibers and raw materials by 2030. To 
get there, we’re keeping our focus holistic and 
interconnected, accelerating the adoption of 
practices that improve the state of our water, soil 
health, and biodiversity too.   

For real change to happen, everyone needs 
a clear path to positive impact. That’s why 
we believe that approachable, step-by-step 
instruction paired with collective action can 
change the system to make preferred materials 
and fibers the accessible default, mobilizing 
leaders through attainable strategies, proven 
solutions, and a driven community. 
 
At Textile Exchange, materials matter. To learn 
more, visit TextileExchange.org.
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Thank You
Creating momentum through 
community
Thank you to our community of in-person and virtual attendees, 
speakers, sponsors, exhibitors, members, and everyone else who 
joined us at our conference to build momentum towards urgent  
climate action. 

In the face of a global challenge which, by definition, affects all 
of us, we see unparalleled potential in convening stakeholders 
from across the supply chain. Building solutions lies in bringing 
perspectives together, and we greatly appreciate the input of 
everyone who contributed to this event. 
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Our 2022 sponsors
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Title Sponsor Platinum Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsor

Bronze Sponsors

Supporting Organizations

Carbon Neutrality Sponsor
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